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Black Box: Navigation

Higher Balance Institute®

It is said, “Knowledge is power, and with it comes great responsibility.” As you learn, your tonal  
increases in vibration. This frequency is the key to enter yet higher frequencies that hold even 
greater knowledge.

As you study this material, you become aware of the powerful spiritual metamorphosis happening 
within you. Slowly, silently, and steadily you have been working toward the full awakening of 
multi-dimensional consciousness in order to serve the One. Many of the questions that you have 
sought your entire life have been answered through previous teachings. Yet, with your newfound 
knowledge and abilities, you have a greater understanding of the dynamics of the universe. As your 
frequency moves higher, you reach toward even more complex questions. The Black Box Series is 
specifically designed to answer those questions and so much more.

Until recently, few have attained this level where they achieve navigation, but this has all
changed with the use of modern technology. Many such beings are developing globally and
entering the grid of consciousness.

BLACK BOX: NAVIGATION OBJECTIVES
• Understand the dynamics of navigation
• Discover what’s going on behind the scenes with paranormal abilities
• Learn about the Planes of Light
• Understand the difference between thought and intention
• Discover your role as a Navigator on a micro and macro level
• Increase your knowledge of the Middle Pillar

“Don’t worry about what you can perceive or understand. Don’t worry about what you can 
rationalize and not rationalize. Simply become light and do as light does.” –Eric J. Pepin
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PREPARING TO LISTEN
Put this workbook down. Switch off your cell phone and any other distracting devices. Go somewhere 
you will not be disturbed. Listen to the module, learn the techniques, practice the exercises, read 
the additional insights, and then answer the review questions.

Ready...Set...LISTEN!

TECHNIQUES

1. Navigation
Every time you do something spiritually, you are navigating. When you think of paranormal 
abilities, you don’t often think about what’s going on behind the scenes. For instance, when 
you heal another person, there is a projection of energy. If you manipulate energy outward 
and direct it towards something, that is navigation. The energy needs to be directed and 
projected. When you heal someone, you direct and guide cells to a purpose. That is navigation. 
There is literally a consciousness within you that directs whatever you are trying to manipulate 
with your energy.

Everything has a code, a frequency. That code is like a series of numbers. Some things invoke 
a certain feeling that reminds you of places or states of consciousness that you can move into. 
If you can find a piece of music that can invoke a certain feeling, you can experience it. The 
music included with Black Box: Navigation is unique because it can move you into that deep 
state of mind where you can navigate. It is necessary for you to recall a sensation that will 
awaken this ability. If you go to this place and operate from a silent state of consciousness, 
there is a very good chance that you’re going to awaken that much faster. That is the goal of 
this piece of unique music. The music represents jumping through time or folding space.

a) First, dim the lights until the room is completely dark. You should have the music 
player near you so that you can simply start it when you’re ready. Get relaxed. Do 
some basic stretching. Sit down, either in a chair or on the floor in a half-lotus position, 
whichever you prefer. Relax and take a few deep breaths in and then exhale. Now, 
blow out whatever issues are on your mind.

b) Focus on the organic body, starting with the toes, the feet, the ankles, the leg muscles 
up to your kneecaps, the thighs, the hips, the groin, the lower back, the upper spine, 
the shoulder blades, the chest, the pecks, the stomach, the arms, the elbows, the hands, 
the wrists, the neck, and the face. Focus a great deal of attention on the face. Focus 
on the lips, teeth, tongue, throat, nose, eyes, cheeks, forehead, and scalp. When you 
think about these and invoke them, it separates you and prepares you to move into a 
deeper place.
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c) Focus for a little bit on your breathing. Just simply relax and breathe in slowly through 
your nose and exhale through your mouth. Repeat this three or four times to rest and 
relax the body. Once you’ve done that, find the Tones. Focus on those for five to ten 
minutes, playing and working with them. Once you’ve done these things, you should 
be ready to begin playing the music.

d) Once you’ve cleared your mind, you’ll begin to relax. As the music starts, slowly
invoke something from deep within you, a place that you cannot remember exactly. 
Your goal is to invoke a sensation. In so doing, you allow time and space to move
beyond you, as you remain stationary. Then, you reappear in a new place.

e) This music is the closest thing to the feeling one has when folding time and space. 
If you can mimic that feeling deep inside of you, it can awaken your own navigational 
abilities.

f) In essence, you eventually want to move past the whole spaceship approach and realize
that you are the spaceship. The spaceship is you. Your mind is what moves through 
time and space. In the end, the spaceship depends on you to move it. After you’ve done 
several sessions, start envisioning that you’re moving the craft to a destination of your 
choice, a place of your feeling. Then, use this music as if you were lifting or moving 
this object and folding time and space. It phases in and it phases back out to another 
reality.

g) After you’ve done those exercises for several weeks, you should move on to simply 
moving yourself. Rather than thinking of any objects you’re taking, simply allow yourself 
to move through time and space.

2. Flight Plan
A flight plan consists of the specific steps for executing your desired goal. Everyone who is 
participating should understand and be comfortable with the flight plan for it to be effective. 
When you are beginning, the flight plan should be short and simple. As you gain experience, 
you can create and execute more complex flight plans. It is important not to rush into complex 
jump plans before you are ready.

Research the target thoroughly and compile the research so that every member of the team 
has access to the relevant information. The team should understand the important issues 
affecting the target and the desired outcome and have enough information to effectively assimilate 
the target. During your research, you should determine what you want the outcome to be. Be 
mindful and have honest intentions when planning and executing flight plans. 
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Research should include not only background information on the target but also pictures, 
maps, and short biographies of people important to the target (for example, the lead scientist on 
a research team). 
 
Skilled navigators can use photometry (see module: Mind Touch) to get additional information 
on the target from the photographs. For example, if your target is a scientific research team, 
your research document might include:

• A map from Google Maps
• Pictures of the outside of the researching building, lab, or surrounding area
• Pictures from inside of the building or lab, if possible
• Names, short biographies, and pictures of the scientists or researchers involved
• A quick summary of the team’s research and progress
• Any other pertinent information

Decide your desired goal for this flight plan. It could be remote viewing a target, scanning 
something or someone, manifestation, or something else.

a) First, make your space as dark and quiet as possible. Sit down, clear your mind, and 
blow everything that is on your mind out through your mouth. Blow out your anxieties, 
whatever is stressing you, your frustrations, and anything else that will make you babble.

b) Focus on your breathing: in and out, in and out. Focus on your body, starting with 
your feet. Then, move your focus to the muscles in your legs, the organs in your body, 
and the skeletal structure. Move your focus down your arms into your hands.

c) As you focus on your body, you will begin to hear the sound of the Tones. When you 
hear the Tones, start focusing on them. As you focus on the Tones, they start to get 
louder. Experience them without thought.

d) If you open your eyes and look around, you’re going to see the energy in the room. 
As you focus on the energy, it takes on different variations of intensity. If you have a 
very dark room, you can close your eyes, blink them, or leave them open.

e) As soon as you clear your mind, your flight path lights up. As you move through 
the Tones, take in a deep breath but don’t think about breathing in. At the right 
time, you will know in your heart and mind when that pitch frequency occurs. At 
the right moment, as you breathe in, see yourself glowing outwards massively. Do 
not anticipate it! Want for nothing and gain everything. Don’t worry about where 
you jump. Don’t worry about the experience. You may have to almost launch 
several times before it actually calibrates enough for you to jump! 
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f) If you are having problems getting through these steps, there is something wrong 
with your flight plan that needs to be adjusted. You won’t be able to get through 
these steps if you can’t quiet your Babbler. You must also stay in non-thought; 
think without words in your head. If you can’t discern the problem you’re having, 
review the teachings in cores 1 to 7 to determine what piece or pieces you are 
missing. Then, adjust the flight plan accordingly.

g) At some point, you’re going to leap forward and you might be in absolute nothingness. Do 
not contemplate the nothingness. When you’ve reached this bridge of nothingness, 
you’re going to execute your desired goal, whether that’s remote viewing, scanning, or 
something else. Simply operate without tagging or vocalizing. You can visualize, but 
you have to emote with it. Expectation is intent. If you’re going to scan a house, do 
it at that moment, using your intent as if you were at that house. If you’re going 
to remote view, then choose to do it at that moment. If you are going to manifest, 
do it at that moment. Intent then pulls it forward and you’ll begin to see and 
experience it. Then, have the expectation that whatever you’re expecting to happen 
simply is going to be.

EXERCISES

1. Watch the movie Dune (1984).

2. Watch the movie Donnie Darko (2001).

3. Watch the movie The Last Mimzy (2007). In this movie, humans from the distant future 
send high-tech devices disguised as toys back to children living in the past to avert an ecological 
disaster that has destroyed their world. Noah and Emma Wilder find the toys in early 21st 
century Seattle. Emma becomes telepathically connected to a stuffed rabbit named Mimzy, 
and learns how to operate the devices, giving the children genius-level intelligence and psychic 
abilities like telepathy, levitation, and telekinesis. Noah can also telekinetically teleport objects 
through a small dimensional rift. Eventually, they build a time portal to the future and 
send a sample of their DNA to restore humanity’s corrupted DNA.

4. Imagine that you place a ball at point A in the middle of a room and you roll it to point B 
at the base of a wall. Here’s something you must internalize: The ball stays at point A because 
super glue is holding it there, but the whole wall now glides past so it ends up at the spot 
where the ball is located. So, the wall moved but the ball didn’t. You must internalize 
that everything else moves, rather than you. Once you can internalize this, then you’ve allowed 
yourself to learn how to move without moving.
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5. Recall the feeling you had at a place that you enjoy visiting. Every place has a certain 
feeling, a certain vibration. We all have the ability to record those memories in our 
inner being in the chest area. Those memories are not visual or sound memories. 
They are emotional memories. Try this with several places. Go into those places. Feel them, 
acknowledge them. Play around with that feeling. Remember certain friends or maybe a 
special place that you had as a child. Always focus on positive experiences.

6. Start to practice creating feelings, emotions, direction, thought, or intent. Stay away 
from using any conscious thinking, any particular words in your head, anything that’s 
organically-based. Instead, use a knowing. Spend entire days paying attention to your 
awareness, trying not to think. When you desire something to drink, don’t try to decide in 
your head if you want Coke or Pepsi or if it should be orange soda or a glass of water. 
Simply make choices without any collective thought or logic from the organic brain. 
Simply operate by a sense of knowing. See if you can start minimizing the percentage of 
verbal talk in your head down to 30% or 40%. The rest should be silent consciousness 
when you’re operating without words in your mind.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

1. All that matters is that you sit down and let yourself go. It is the only matter that needs 
to be. Other than that, there is no matter. When I say matter, I speak of both direction and 
of substance as matter. It’s a duality.

2. In the original Dune movie, there are fish-like creatures that have the ability to navigate by 
folding space. They pilot large, tubular crafts containing vast fleets of spaceships. They move 
across space without actually moving as we understand it. For them, everything simply 
dims out to darkness. Then, the dimming light instantaneously begins to illuminate, leaving 
you in a completely different place. According to the movie, you’ve traveled across the 
universe. This is a great concept to understand navigation. The darkness acts as a canvas 
to help shut down some of the sensory. The same goes for having a room that’s absolutely 
quiet. Once you can control the Tones, the pitch blackness visually allows your mind to 
move because you cannot perceive distance from your eyes anymore. This is what allows 
you to begin opening up thresholds, gateways, and vortexes but you have to keep your 
mind steady.

3. You have to “move without moving.” If you stay stationary and everything else moves, have 
you moved? No, but technically you have. It’s how you perceive it. You have to be able to internalize 
this in your chest as a knowing. Everything you do should be done from your chest area, 
not your mind. It takes discipline to move your consciousness strictly to your chest.
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4. All the awakening navigators on this planet are rooted in this dimension, but they also 
have a hyper-dimensional consciousness that is vibrating within them. They are two beings 
in one place. When you meditate and you move to other places where you have profound 
experiences, you are in two places at one time. You’ve navigated yourself somewhere else 
and you’re experiencing them folded over one another. You just have to be able to understand 
this in your organic brain as a perception. For instance, when you look at an aura, you are 
able to see the physical organic body and the energy at the same time. When Eric talks to 
us, there is a multi-dimensional, inter-fibered communication that it’s encoded within the 
words. You see images and pictures that are not in your head. You’re feeling them so your 
body makes them holographic. There is a certain refinement of understanding and depth 
that comes from intellect. If you don’t build the infrastructure to process the data, you’re 
only going to be able to interpret certain parts of it. You have to be able to interpret all of 
the angles of it to truly have the breakthroughs needed to navigate hyper-dimensionally. To 
even go there, you must be able to operate on all these different levels.

5. When you use intent, a different kind of intelligence guides the way. Thinking is organic 
and uses your brain. Intention is hyperdimensional consciousness. It’s just two different 
intelligences. The hyperdimensional brain has to operate in that place. If you take a 
hyperdimensional brain and bring it into this dimension, you’ll get nauseous and want to 
throw up. You can’t function because it’s not meant to operate here. That’s what your 
organic brain is for. Your Middle Pillar can wear both of these like clothing. The Middle 
Pillar is you in your purest form, everything that you know. In its purest form, when you 
look from within that place, it’s very difficult to interpret because you’re not wearing any 
of those suits of clothing. Your organic brain is essentially a set of clothing that it wears to 
explore this dimension. All you need to understand is that the Middle Pillar is truly who you 
are as a being in the universe. Your clothing represents who you want to reflect and show to 
the world, but underneath all the clothing is the Middle Pillar.

6. In these scene where Donnie Darko projects jelly-like waves from his chest, that’s intention 
that he is projecting. That’s his thought before it becomes thought in an organic way. It is a 
very good representation to help you get that concept. It’s an internalized feeling that you 
should not acknowledge or tag. Your intent already knows where it wants it to go.

7. Every concept that you’ve learned through communications with Eric is actually a piece 
of knowledge that can be internalized and used as a code-breaker, frequency, structure, 
or “hands” to use in those places where you have no hands. When you encounter an energy 
field, you will internally know whether it’s a wall or a door. Just as if you are reaching 
inside a pocket, you will reach into your mind to extrapolate the knowledge to open 
doors. It’ll simply just surface and it will make perfect logic for you to tubularly move 
your energy so that the whole thing changes in a frequency color and then collapses. 
Then, you’re allowed to move through. It will come to you.
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8. All you have to do is continue working with the tools that you’ve been given and put 
them to use. Those tools will teach you wax on, wax off. Wax on in this dimension, wax 
off in that dimension. These tools work in both places. If you can do one here, you can 
do the reverse of it because you know the forward of it. When you go to that other place, 
if you do the forward of it, then you can do the reverse of it.

9. You’re here now in an organic body on this planet, out of an infinite number of worlds 
and planets (let alone an infinite amount of universes, galaxies, and dimensional places).
God has a much greater agenda than what you can perceive at this moment.

10. There is a collective intelligence on the planet and we are the neural system that’s amplifying it. 
Don’t see the world as an organic thing. Focus on the grid, the matrix, the electrical 
consciousness that surrounds this planet. When you can understand this, you can operate 
from the place where it solidifies down like rain energy that does not exist, slowly becoming 
matter, forming itself into the organic planet.

11. When you look at someone, you can feel them inside your chest. That is the key to navigation. 
If you formulate something in there, you can move it out and broadcast emotions to somebody. 
It is a more calibrated form of telepathy.

12. The navigational skill within you should not be limited to any one thing. You can experience 
vast levels of the Planes of Light where a planet is infinitely tiny or you can be a speck compared 
to the enormity of everything else. If you create certain frequencies, emotions, or programs 
inside your chest area and project them into a pillow, that is the lowest level of influence that 
you could do. You can create a healing for somebody by affecting the micro-life and projecting it 
into that person so that the microorganisms affect them at the cellular level or you can project 
it to create a doorway that can pull you through inside out, folding time and space to a vast 
gigantic universe where you are nothing but a speck. You are only limited by what you can 
perceive. When you stop perceiving with your organic brain, anything is possible.

13.  Statues or images of Buddha, Krishna, Christ or other spiritual beings, are portrayed with 
calmness and resilience, yet there is something very powerful about them despite the apparent 
serenity. When you see pictures of Buddha, Krishna, or Christ sitting with two fingers up 
or two fingers touching the ground, they are transcending time and space. They are in a higher 
state of consciousness. What we see on the surface is something very different than what’s  
actually happening underneath. Within that state of being, there is a great power, a great sense 
of knowing that any door can be opened. It is a place that that God resides and you are the 
frame of that doorway.
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14. You can also enter this place. When you do, you’ll find it’s as if you don’t necessarily experience 
your physical body. You are in two places at one time. That is a place of true operation. By 
doing things from that place, you amplify it. You realize that’s it’s separate from your organic 
body and that you’re simply operating in this place. Your organic body is the doorway to 
this physical dimension. You create the coding, the vibration, the feeling of your desire, your 
intent, and you project it from your Middle Pillar out to your physical body. The sensation 
is like when you’re holding your breath. You allow yourself to separate and you know that 
you’re your true Middle Pillar then. Your physical body projects it out like a speaker does for 
sound. The sound is projected electrically to the speaker and the speaker projects it outward 
into a manifested material level for this dimension so that it can be experienced. If you think 
of it that way, that’s exactly what you need to do. You can literally feel it emanating outward 
into a different kind of energy because sound is energy. During this process of moving through 
the speaker, it is transmuted into something different that’s more appropriate for this dimension.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the role of White Cells?
2. What is a Navigator? What is the purpose of Navigation? How does one navigate? 
3. What is the connection between the Gaia consciousness and movies?
4. How does a Navigator awaken all of his/her gifts?
5. In the movie Dune, how does a Navigator “fold space?” 
6. What does Eric mean when he says “Feels-Like?”
7. How is the collective consciousness affected by things like wars or plagues?
8. Is it alright to meditate in the dark? Why or why not?
9. What do the Tones teach you?

10. What does “moving without moving” mean? Explain.
11. In what way are Navigators like fish hooks? 
12. What is the difference between the Middle Pillar and the Navigator? Explain. 
13. What is a flight plan and how is it used with regard to navigation? 
14. What is Eric’s definition of heaven?
15. What is the collective consciousness and what is its relationship to the universe?
16. What are the Planes of Light? What is their purpose?
17. What is the difference between thought and intention?
18. How do you manifest using navigation? 


